
April 2007

President’s Corner
Bill Robertson

Spring is here and one of the

highlights for FABA members is

the April statewide meeting.  This

year it will be held on April 14 at

the Panhandle Pioneer Settlement

in Blountstown, FL.  Our

demonstrator for the day will be

Dan Tull of Dan T’s Forge,

Newnan, Georgia.  Read all about the upcoming event in this

issue’s News from the Northwest. 

Patty and I just returned from another great week at the John

C. Campbell Folk School in North Carolina.  This time

instead of taking a class I taught a beginning blacksmith class.

Patty took a class in book binding.   I think I had more fun

teaching then taking.   It was quite refreshing teaching

beginners as they actually believed everything I told them.

No one was pointing out my flaws and throwing things at me

like they do at our regional meetings.  Juan Holbrook was my

able assistant and kept me from getting too out of line.  We

had twelve students and twelve forge welds.  (They were

never told that people consider them hard to do).  The

pictures are a few examples of some projects these creative

b e g in n

e r s

designe

d  and

w e r e

able to

execute

. 

You may wonder what would motivate Patty to take a book

making class.  For some reason she didn’t want to pay to

learn anything more from me so she picked that class

because the book covers were being made from copper and

nickel silver plate and involved experimenting with various

non toxic patinas and inks to color the metal.  Her class

came up with some incredible colors.  Too bad our Clinker

Breaker is in black and white otherwise I could show you

the results.  I can’t wait to see the effect of these accents

when they are incorporated into our iron projects.  Maybe

you can talk Patty into showing you her finished book and

sample pieces, and get her to demonstrate how it is done at

a future meeting.  On top of everything--the good food, the

mountains, being around other artists--we even had a

couple of days of snow to play in.

In last month’s issue of the Clinker Breaker there was

information on how to apply for this year’s Walt Anderson

Scholarship to attend a school like the one at the John C.

Campbell Folk School.  Don’t let this opportunity slip by.

(The info is also on the website - Editor)

 

In addition to the statewide

meeting and our week of spring

up here, April is also the month

most of us need to pay our

membership dues.  Please check

your mailing label to see if it’s

time for you to renew.  If so, send

a check for $25 to Juan

Holbrook, FABA Treasurer,

6418 NW 97 Court, Gainesville,

FL 32653.

Ed Aarons

Steve Bloom

Billy Christie

Susan Dunsmoor

Ken Knight

Bill Robertson

Eric Velleca

Jerry Wolfe
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Upcoming Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold
typeface.  The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.  Come to more than one if you can.  We hold regular monthly meetings in each region
(except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-last.  The
actual dates may vary from month to month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.  Prospective members are always
welcome.  Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch.  Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay
all day, unless otherwise noted.  If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region: Ken Knight (352)-339-0629 Ironken@aol.com

Northwest Region: Billy Christie (850) 421-1386 chriswoodforge@earthlink.net

Southeast Region: Ed Aaron (561) 748-9824 EdandMickieAaron@aol.com

Southwest Region: Jerry Wolfe (941) 355-5615 wolfeforge@juno.com

NE Region - Apr 07

NW Region - Apr 14

SE Region - Apr 21
SW Region - Apr 28

April 2007

NE 07 Barberville - open forges

NW 14 Statewide meeting at The Panhandle Pioneer Settlement in 

Blountstown, FL..

SE 21 Pete and Carolyn Yockey's Home 

SW  28 Wolfe Forge - Sculptures with aluminum by Susan Dunsmoor

from Arts Work in Miami.
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Current Events
SW Apr 28 Wolfe’s Forge

:Susan Dunsmoor will be demonstrating the making and

finishing of aluminum sculptures. The demo will highlight

techniques of forging and shaping aluminum, texturing

aluminum, and finishes with patinas for appearance and

corrosion protection.   Susan is a graduate of The Art

Institute of Philadelphia and has sculpture experience at

New Castle Iron and Arts W ork in the Miami area.  Susan

will demonstrate techniques to make aluminum look like

bronze and many other finishing techniques. Susan has

experience with many architectural projects including gates,

railing and sculptures using various materials and

manufacturing techniques.  The finishing for appearance and

corrosion protection is an important portion of the project

and some tips will be discussed Bring Iron in the Hat item

Future  Events

NE May 05 Ronnie Fowler’s shop - Ft.McCoy

NW  May 12 Rex & Mary Ellen Anderson’s shop in

Monticello,FL.

NE Jun 02 Steve Bloom’s shop - near Williston, Fl

SE until further notice - Boy Scout camp

Report from the Northwest
Billy Christie

On February 10th the NW meeting was held at Juan & Linda

H o l b r o o k ’ s

F o r g e  i n

Gainesville, FL.

We got off to a

slow start but

ended up with

4 5  p e o p l e

s i g n i n g  i n .

WOW! 

Our guest demonstrator

was Eric Velleca of

Velleca Metal Design of

Loxahatchee, FL.  Eric

was assisted by Jordan

Thomas. Eric’s project

was to make a steel

sculpture; this is the

second of a “Gear

Series”. He started with

a piece of steel plate

that was ½” thick by 4”

wide by about 8” long. Using the power hammer he forged

out both ends to long tapers, then using different size custom

dies.  Eric & Jordan forged in cogs to simulate gear teeth.

It’s hard to explain, you had to be there. 

Due to all of the

neat stuff, including

five hand forged

items, The “Iron In

The Hat” brought

in $106. Thanks

Mark Stone and

Linda Holbrook for

a l l  y o u r

help.  Way

t o  g o ! !

C l y d e

P a y t o n

t h e n

a uc t io n e d

off a hand

made anvil

s t e p p i n g

stone made by Linda

Holbrook for $65 and a

hand forged dinner bell

m a d e  b y  M i k e

Bettinger for $65.  

Lunch was delicious.

We had homemade

chili with great side

dishes and desserts.  I

had to leave early and

by leaving at lunchtime

I missed the afternoon

festivities; but, I heard everything turned out great.  Nice

job.

Our feature demonstrator at the Statewide Meeting on April

14th at the Panhandle Pioneer Settlement in Blountstown,

FL will be Dan Tull of Newnan, Ga. Dan has been

blacksmithing since 1988 and maintains his studio, Dan T.’s

Inferno, in West Central Georgia.  Dan specializes in custom

hardware, furniture, and art.  He enjoys teaching in his shop

and working with local colleges in continuing education.  He

has taught at John C. Campbell Folk School and

demonstrated across the south.  He is active in the guild

system and is on the board of two Georgia blacksmith

guilds.  

Hope to see you at the Panhandle Pioneer Settlement.

Happy Hammering!   (Photos by Juan Holbrook)

Report from the Southeast
Eric Velleca

S.E. Quarterly meeting 2007 at Velleca Metal Design started

Friday evening with open forges and with  Jerry Wolfe, John

Hargett, Bill Roberts,  and Tom Kennedy. 
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 We gathered later

in Eric’s office to

socialize. Eric left

fo r  the  airpo rt

around 11:00pm to

p i c k  u p  o u r

f e a t u r e d

demonstrator, John

M e d w e d e f f  o f

Murphysboro, Ill. 

 We woke Saturday

to frost on the

ground, a severe

shock in South

Florida. “ Duff “

(John Medwedeff) was’nt fazed a

bit, he said it felt good. He had a

point, considering that he came

from ten degrees in Murphysboro.

 Duff started with a slide show,

thanks to Juan Holbrook’s loan of

his slide projector. He showed

slides of his work, along with

places of interest that he’s been in

h i s  2 0 +  y e a r s  a s  a n

artist-blacksmith / sculptor. It was

i n f o r m a t i v e  a n d

enjoyable.            

Lunch was chilli and

vegetable soup provided

by Eric, along with a

h o d g e - p o d g e  o f

contributions. Our thanks

to Mrs. Anne Reynolds,

as lunch would not have

gone as smoothly

w i t h  o u t  h e r .

Thirty-four people

signed in, but I

counted forty-five

in line for lunch.

The credit for who

came the farthest to

see Duff, went to

David Ponsler and

the “ Art Duffeau “

fan club. They

c a m e  f r o m

Jacksonville with “

Duff or Bust “ on

the side of their

SUV.  

Afterwards Duff started his demo, the making of a sculptural

maquette. He had five pieces of plasma cut sheet steel that

he brought with him from Illinois.   He used two of them for

the base, and shaped the remaining three into the curves and

twists that produce the graceful

flowing lines that have made him

famous, and led some to term his

style “ Art Duffeau “. The forge

was lit, but more for warmth than

use, as he did almost all of his

shaping cold. He said that most of

his large work is done cold, as it is

cost prohibitive to heat it. He has

a variety of means for shaping the

metal, including cranes, rollers,

presses, sheet metal hammers, and

anything else that’ll get the job

done. For example, he showed a

slide of himself and two helpers

beating a large piece of bronze into the ground with baseball

bats to achieve a desired curve. His inline bending forks

really caught my attention (see drawing). Duff finished

around 4:00pm to a standing ovation followed by more open

forge time.  

After dinner we lit Eric’s bonfire and socialized until one big

fire was a little one. We woke up to a warmer day Sunday,

but it was still ridiculously cold for South Florida.  Duff

explained that he was making scrolls to show us how

scrolling techniques are applicable to things other than just

scrolls. Something he said that I'll always remember, is that

air is free, so use it. Wrap the

metal around it, and make it part

of the piece. Pizza was delivered

for lunch as he finished his fourth

scroll, so it was the last one. 

After lunch Duff talked about

drawing, and it’s importance in

metalwork. David Ponsler had a

drawing in progress with him, so

Duff used it as an example of

what a drawing should convey.

He then did a few quick sketches

and said “practice”.

Talk afterwards led to an

engraving and inlaying demo.

That marked the end of the

weekend, but you don’t stop

learning with a guy like Duff.

Folks had to leave, but they

carried with them the memories

of an incredible weekend of

getting to be up close to a world

class demonstrator.

(Photos by Bill Roberts)
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Ed Aaron writes “Our Feb. meeting was also a Quarterly

Meeting held at Eric Velleca's Shop.  There were

(unofficially) 45 in attendance of which 35 signed in.  Eric

is to be commended for the excellent job of putting together

such a successful Quarterly meeting. I would like to hear

comments from members or guests from other areas.  I won't

write much else, anticipating an article from another member

who was present all 3 days.. Thank you Eric and thanks to

John Medwedeff, Jason and all that contributed to the

successful meeting.

We still need to do more work at the Boy Scout Camp.  If

anyone has time to help, let me know.   Also hosts still

needed.

Report from the Southwest

Jerry Wolfe

  The February meeting

was attended by 14 and we

all really enjoyed an

excellent demonstration by

D r  S k e e t e r  P r a th e r .

S k e e t e r  m a d e  m a n y

“trinkets” and showed

helpful techniques for

entertaining an audience at

a craft fair or festival.

Skeeter made a swan,

humming bird, horse

head hoof pick, lily

candle holder, cooper

twist letter opener,

pineapple twist in a

square bar, a large

“safety pin” and an

arrow head key holder.

We learned about many

techniques, tools and

tricks of the trade from

Skeeter.  We also were

entertained with his many

stories.  A great time was

had by all.  Thanks Skeeter

for making the trip from

Tallahassee. 

Im Memoriam

Mike & Melinda Sluss

Being part of FABA is like being part of a large spread out

family.  You get to share in a multitude of joyous moments

like weddings, births and graduations. Unfortunately it also

means you have to face the other side of the coin, the painful

side of life. Such as the tornadoes that struck with such

devastating force on February 2nd. The FABA family lost 2

of our members with the deaths of Mike and Melinda Sluss.

Meanwhile their 16 year old son Aaron was airlifted to the

hospital with severe injures. Their home was completely

destroyed causing Aaron to lose not only his parents, but

everything the family owned.

Mike was a well liked and respected farrier, who once

traveled the circuit of the horse racing tracks. He did a  lot

of work with Lester Hollenbeck one of the foremost farriers

in the country. He was  a tall quiet man, but spoke up when

he felt his opinion was needed. He was quick to jump in and

lend a hand at many tasks, including the installation of the

³Gate² at the NE shop at Barberville. He took off his shirt

and literally dug in, grabbing the shovel and digging in the

posts, mulch, plants and hanging the gate on the posts.

The Sluss¹s were an active part of the NE Region, including

hosting meetings in the past years at their home. When it

came time to host his first meeting, Mike felt he had to have

someone demonstrate because he didn¹t realize that we

would be fascinated just watching him do what he did

everyday for a living. I remember the day he brought his

work truck to the meeting at Barberville, you would think a

candy store had pulled in the way the guys crowded around

and oohed and aahed over all the tools and set up. OK, I¹ll

admit it, I was impressed too, it was just like Mike, neat,

clean, fully stocked and well thought out so everything was

where it needed to be. Mike was one of the few farriers in

the area that could build a horseshoe from a straight bar of

metal, that way ensuring a proper fit no matter what the hoof

was shaped like. He took pride in doing things the right way.

Melinda Sluss was a very special person. The first I met her,

she hugged me and acted like we were long time friends, and

after spending time with her, I felt the same way. She was

open, friendly and was truly what she appeared to be. She

cared about her family in a way that you don¹t see very often

these days. Most people know she home schooled Aaron, but

she was part of a group and helped school the other children

as well. Melinda felt that when she got involved with

something, she had to really be involved, by doing and

helping, not just standing back and letting everyone else do

the hard work. She loved to make homemade bread as a lot

of you know, and she had a demonstration at her home

during a meeting. She had also volunteered one year to do a

class at a conference, but unfortunately she never got to do

one. Just the thought of being involved in something that
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was important to not only her husband but their friends as

well, made her excited and happy. She was always glad to

come to FABA meetings where the women were known to

gather, you always knew she was there when you walked in

by the happy sound of her voice. I don¹t think she was ever

down around other people, I¹m sure there were times when

she felt bad and could have been grumpy, but she never was.

One of my memories of Mike and Melinda is one very few

know of, and that is because they were people who helped

others, but didn¹t expect any praise or notice of their good

deeds.  When we lost our home during the  hurricanes, Mike

came up to me during a meeting and said Melinda wanted to

see me at their van.  (She did not feel well, but came to the

meeting to see me) W hen I went to the van she got out,

hugged me and stuck something in my pocket, she told me

³Don¹t look at this until you get home!². She got back into

the van, and they left a few minutes later.  When I got home

I found a gift card for Wal-Mart, I won¹t say how much it

was for, I can at least keep that secret for her. I just wanted

you to know that was how special they were, that even

though they were having problems themselves, they still

thought of others. While it know it may not be popular to be

called a Christian, but that is what they were. They were

Christians in the truest sense, they loved God and their

fellow man, always, not just on Sunday.

One of my fondest memories, involves Aaron, my daughter

Hope and Thurmond Chaffin¹s grandson Cody. I remember

seeing the 3 of them sitting at the train station at Barberville

with their heads together talking, or walking around the

settlement just doing nothing. Back then they were pre-teens

and all about the same height. Well, last December at Alan

and Chloe Hardwick¹s Christmas lunch meeting, I looked up

and saw Aaron, Hope and Cody standing together and got a

chill. Hope is 16 now, they had all 3 grown up. Aaron and

Cody were tall and Hope was much shorter, but I saw them

as being those little kids at the same time. I wish Melinda

could have made that meeting, but she was not well. I know

she would have appreciated that memory as much as I do. As

Mike and Aaron left, I hugged them and gave them a few

bars of Melinda's favorite soap.

I just want you to remember to appreciate all the wonderful

thoughts and memories we have of Mike and Melinda, and

don¹t forget Aaron. There is a trust fund set up for him, and

I will make sure to find that site for you to help him out for

his future. He has been a part of our past as a family and

hopefully he will continue to be a part of our future.

Remember to treasure all of your friends and family,

whether they are near or far, close to your heart or not,

because we never know when the memory that we just made,

will be our last.  Make all of your memories good ones.

Melanie Owen. FABA Family Member

Floyd Daniels Memorial

It was with great regret that I learned of the passing of this

fine gentleman and fellow smith (Editor).  John Butler

writes:

Madison Conference, Saturday May 19, 2007 at 12:00 p.m.

There will be a memorial service for Floyd at this time.

Clyde Payton will perform this ceremony, where the ashes

from Floyd’s last forge fire will be sprinkled on a burning

forge. Blacksmith blessings and memories will be shared at

this time. Any one that wishes may speak at this time. 

After the ceremony, everyone will have the chance to ring

the anvil for Floyd. An anvil and hammer will  be set up to

the side and each person will strike the anvil for him one last

time.

For Sale
Al (Adolph) Mohr, of Sky Valley, (NE GA), is liquidating

his forge. He is selling tongs, anvils and his coal forge. The

treadle hammer has been dismantled and moved it to my

shop (Clayton, GA). The construction of the hammer

includes tension springs that were hung from the rafters.

The hammer rod is reversible - upside down - to

accommodate dies in a center hole. A 65lb anvil was the

strike plate with dead mass underneath in a wooden

structure. The whole base is seated on four vibration

absorbing rubber mounts. It may go to the Madison

Conference, but I hate to haul that thing (the base weighs

150 to 200 lbs) all over the place, if it can make its final trip

via an easier way.

The coal forge has both, a manual crank blower and

an electrical one, with damper. The forge hood itself has

sheet metal cover over a hole in the rear to accommodate

long forge material. The forge is still in place; Al wants

$150 for it. Mke an offer. The anvils sell for around $1 per

pound, and you have to ask him about the tongs. Al is a

meticulous fellow and has maintained his stuff well.

 Call Dietrich Hoecht at 706-782-8401 if you want

the treadle hammer or email me at potsniron@alltel.net. 

Call Al for all the other items at 706-746-5506. His address

is 1405 Saddleback Circle, Dillard, GA . You can mapquest

for directions or let me know and I'll send you a sketch. I

have a few more photos of all the items and can send them

upon request.

 

=============================

 I have an old Champion Blower and Forge forge I would

like to sell. I have had it myself for some 30 yrs in storage,

it is in what I would say in very good shape the hand

cranked blower work great and the forge is complete..

 

Jack Taylor,25231 Bald Cypress Lane,Lutz, Florida 33559

KARTaylor@aol.com

 (No price was cited - contact Jack for more info - Editor)
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Member’s Gallery
Susan Dunsmoor

We have

been asked

m a n y

times to

contribute

t o  o u r

newsletter,

b u t  w e

d o n ' t

a l w a y s

have the

ideas o r

t i m e  t o

share what we know. But one thing we all usually do have is

something on the table that we are working on, and we all

are curious about what the other guy is doing. So I am

asking all the FABA members to step up, take some time

and send in a photo of your latest project, no matter what

stage it is at, and tell us what you are up to. Write a few

words about what it is, or give us the full story - we want to

see it!

And so I have volunteered to show you what's on my table.

I work at ArtsWork in South Miami, and I'm on a big job

making three different projects. The photos show the first

one, which is a copper marine life sculpture to be mounted

in a on foot square arch on the clients patio. I made all the

fish with thin copper plate, two sided and welded together by

TIG. The water and leaves are flatbar hammered on the

power hammer. The second project I'm on now are two

outdoor stereo speaker covers also made of copper, that look

like fish swimming through sea grass. And the last project

will be a bird sculpture for a fountain. Looks like I'll be

hammering copper for a while, but I don't mind. So, who's

up next?

(Also, no feedback yet on desired classes - everybody

already knows everything? – Editor)
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Fit & Finish - Full Tang Blades

Steve Bloom

Ever since I started making knives, I’ve been haunted by the

feeling that there are some neat “tricks” out there that would

make my bladesmithing better.  If you’ve had that feeling,

maybe by “looking” over my shoulder, you might pick up an

idea and/or get motivated enough to tell me how you do it!

We’ll start by assuming that you have forged, heat treated,

and ground a full tang blade - like the one shown here. The

geometry on my blades is a taper from the center to both ends

and a flat grind from the spine to the edge (blade and tang

included).  If a cross-

section through your

k n i f e ’ s  t a n g  i s

r e c t a n g u l a r  a n d

without a taper, some

of what I say below

won’t be applicable to

your knife.

The first step is

adding the bolsters. I

start by tracing out the

shapes on brass or

nickel silver plate

(typically 3/8" thick), adding a bit extra for slop, and sawing

them out on my cheapy horizontal/vertical bandsaw (hence

the need for the slop room).  The pieces are annealed by

heating with a torch until they glow, then quenching in water.

If you’re not using  non-ferrous materials, do whatever is

appropriate.  I position one of the pieces in its eventual

location and using a center

punch, mark the location for a

central rivet (Fg.1).

The two pieces need to be

exactly the same length, have

the hole in the same location,

and have the surfaces

ad jacen t to  the  b lade

polished.  This is greatly

helped by the creation of a

bolster clamp (Fg.2) - two

pieces of 1/4" x 1" flat stock,

drilled and threaded for 1/4x20 bolts and with a 3/8" hole

located centrally. The two bolster pieces are stacked  with one

set of edges aligned together as closely as possible. They are

placed in the clamp with the rivet hole visible in the 3/8"

“porthole”. The whole assembly can then be placed in a drill

press and a 1/8" diameter hole can be drilled through both

bolster pieces.

Remove the pieces from the clamp and

insert a scrap piece of 1/8" rod a bit shorter

than the combined depth of both bolster

pieces to “lock” them together.  If you have

access to a mill or surface grinder, you can

grind the surfaces facing the blade and the handle stabs flat.

By ganging them together, you can thus assure exact

matching lengths and flat

surfaces (which makes

fitting the slabs easier and

allows polishing of the

surfaces on the blade

side). Before I had a

surface grinder, I just

clamped them together

with a pair of vise-grips

and used the knife grinder

(carefully).   You can now polish the surfaces facing the blade

to whatever level you like (I run mine to 2000 grit, then use

tripoli and rouge buffs to get a mirror finish). A hand clamp

or those vise grips will come in handy here too. When done,

mark the surfaces facing the stabs (I use magic marker arrows

pointing out from the tang).

Anneal a piece of 1/8 rod of material matching the bolster

material and cut if off approximately  1.5 diameters longer

than the combined thickness of the bolsters and the tang. It’s

better to be a little over than under!  Counter sink the rivet

holes ON THE OUTSIDE (hence those marks mentioned

above). Clean off all the matching surfaces (the surfaces of

the bolsters against the tang and the corresponding areas on

the tang). I typically lightly sand with really fine sandpaper

and wipe down with acetone.  Assemble the pieces with the

polished surfaces forwards

and the countersinks out,

insert the rivet and set the

rivet.  Typically, it works best

by alternating  sides and using

a small ball-pein hammer. Go

carefully - you do not want to

distort the surfaces of the

bolster that will be next to the

slabs of the handle. Once the

rivet is set, you can clamp one

of the bolster pieces in a vise

(being careful not to mar the

polished surface) and turn the

blade until that bolster piece

is where you want it. An

adjustable wrench allows you

to do the same to the other

piece, so that when you get done, the polished surfaces are

towards the tip of the blade and both bolster pieces are

aligned with each other and the blade.  

Next, solder the bolsters to the tang. I find that a set of wood

vise jaw liners really helps here (Fg.4). I start with the blade

tip down, use TIX solder (from Brownell’s) and a MAPP gas

torch. By gentle application of heat to the tang and bolsters,

Example of a full tang blade with bolsters and pins

Fg.1: Marking the bolster rivet hole

Fg.2: Bolster clamp on drill press

Fg.3: Grinding bolster surfaces

Fg.4: Soldering the bolsters
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eventually the solder will flow.  I run a minimal amount of

solder on the rear joint and some on the top and bottom of the

tang-bolster interfaces.  The blade is flipped tip up and I

verify that solder has appeared at the interfaces of the blade

and the bolster pieces.  I have a piece of 1/8" brass rod

sharpened like a chisel with a piece of scrap wood as a

handle. That tools makes it easy to “chisel” off any excess

solder in front of or behind the bolster pieces.  The blade is

cooled and we’re ready to do the layout for the handle slabs.

I use stabilized hard woods (just how I stabilize them is

another article). The surfaces that will be against the tang

have been flattened and smoothed (a 6x36" wood sander is

what I use).  On the

kni fe  g r in d e r  (o r

whatever you’ve got),

adjust the fit of the

bolster to the front edge

of the wood block (see

Fg.5).  Since the tangs

on my knives taper, the angle is not 90 degrees, so some

eyeball trial-and-grind is necessary.  Don’t sweat the angle

the knife makes to the block. Once you’re happy that the back

surface of the bolster piece fits well to the wood edge, you

can simply lay the tang on the wood, snug the bolster and

front edge of the block together, and trace the outline of the

handle. If you’re really anal or really cheap, you can

saw/grind the block to minimize wasting material or to align

grain to the tang. If you do this, do it before fitting the block

to the back surface of the bolster. Saw out the slab but leave

some margin for error.

The next step is glueing one side to the tang. As with

soldering, clean the effected surfaces.  I use Devcon Epoxy

from Sheffield’s and Brownell’s black epoxy colorant. Due

to the multiple tapers, I also find an adjustable wood clamp

and some “C” clamps useful.  Inevitably, the slab will want to

creep out of the optimal position, so the margin left on when

sawing out the slab can save your bacon.  The wood clamp

squeezes the slab and bolster together, and the “C” clamps

squeeze the stab to the tang.  BEFORE doing this, make sure

the stab lies flat to the tang. If it doesn’t, adjust the wood to

fit until you can’t see light in the interface.  Have some

acetone and a rag or paper towel ready to clean up any epoxy

on the blade or you. 

Once the glue has set, you can drill the pin holes through the

glued side.  Again, due to the tapers in my blade, I find it

helpful to rough grind the top and bottom of the slab square

to the tang.

The slab

can then

b e

clamped in

the cross-

vise on the

drill press

with the

t a n g

uppermost.

I  j u s t

eyeball that the center of the tapered tang is at right angles to

the drill.  If I did not do this and just used the slab surface for

alignment, the holes would run at an angle to the tang. 

 

The other side is handled in a similar manner – check fit,

clean, glue and drill. If you are using a wood that splinters

easily, you may want to under drill the holes, then ream them

as a final step.  I also make sure that the holes in the tang are

oversized relative to the final pin size, i.e., I use 1/8" pins but

use a #30 drill on the tang. 

It’s time to insert

the pins.  I rough

grind points on

my pin stock and

cut it a bit in

excess of the

thickness of the

handle at each

pin location.  The

pins are inserted

point first and

have a dab of epoxy on the pin shaft as well as  in the hole on

the other side.  A soft plywood jaw liner and a machinist vise

makes a decent way to drive the pins while supporting the

slabs, thus minimizing splintering on the back side.  The

plywood allows you to drive the pins fully through the handle,

so that when you grind the final shape, a full pin head is

exposed. Note that if the drill hole/pin size is correct, there is

no need to rivet the pins (unless you really want to).

The final step is to grind off everything that doesn’t look like

a handle. When I use a mosaic pin, I drill a normal pin hole

in its location, then drill inwards (but not through the tang) on

each side using the small hole as a guide. The mosaic pin is

really two pins and are driven into each side. I’ve found out

that driving it through the handle is a good way to splinter the

backside.  When all pins are in place, I use a slack belt and

run the grind down to 2000 grit, and hot beeswax to finish.
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Fg.5:Laying out the slabs

Fg. 6: Glueing the first side

Fg. 7: Glueing the other side

Fg. 8: Pin insertion
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